St Lukes Church Hiring Documents
In relation to hiring St Lukes Church hall or Chill out room the following documents have been
produced:

1) The Lettings Policy
This sets out the framework in which St Lukes will hire its premises. Its role is to give
guidance about who is able to hire the premises and the policy of the DCC in relation to the
hiring of the buildings. It does not necessarily need to be read by potential hirers but can be
referred to if the is a dispute about a booking. This should be reviewed by the DCC at agreed
regular intervals.
2) The Hiring Agreement
This is in two parts the application form and the terms and conditions of hire. There are two
versions one for one off bookings and one for regular hirers. This form needs to be
completed by all hirers and signed. Hirers receive a copy and the original is retained in the
bookings file at St Lukes. This should be reviewed at agreed regular intervals.
3) Hiring and Safeguarding
This document sets out the responsibilities of hirers in relation to safeguarding. There are
two documents one for organisations and one for individuals.
The organisation needs to sign to say they will either abide by our policy (a copy of which
should be given to them) or they have their own (which should be shown to the church).
This should be done at the start of the hiring.
If it is just an individual for a one off event (e.g birthday party) then they need to agree to
the summary of the good practice set out which they can do by signing on the hiring
agreement.
4) The Guest Wifi Acceptable use policy
This document should be read and agreed to by those hirers who wish to use the wifi made
available at St Lukes.

St Lukes bookings process one off events

Enquiry for hire is recived via
email or phone

Booking is considered by
responsible person at St Lukes
(Jane)

Booking is entered onto
calendar (provisional)

Access arrangements made

Full payment is received
before event

Hiring Agreement completed
and deposit received.
Booking confirmed and hirer
keeps copy of agreement and
Safeguarding guidlines if event
is for under 18's.

Either keys given or building
opened by arrangement.
Explanation of main health and
saftey and housekeeping
points e.g. fire exits, location
of cleaning materials

After event ,if all left in
satisfactory condition and keys
returned , deposit given back
to hirer

St Lukes Booking process regular hirers

Enquiry for hire is recived via email
or phone

Booking is considered by
responsible person at St Lukes
(Jane)

Booking entered into calendar with
repeating patten

Access arrangements agreed and
explanation of main health and
safety and housekeeping points
given before booking starts

At end of first term booking
reviewed

After each invoice next set of dates
booked are entered onto calendar
and noted on booking form

If agreed ,regular hirers agreement
completed. If under 18's involved
Safeguarding documment
completed and policy seen.
Hourly rate and invoicing
arrangments made

Hirer is invoiced at agreed times
(usually termly).
Any changes to booking noted on
booking form which goes to the
office for invoicing

